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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
From me to you...A Denouement?
I was told some weeks ago by my other half, after she read my last message here, that I should devote the
last two pieces of writing for the 2019 RLC Newsletter to my true reflections of why I took up this position the
second time around [well, actually it will be the third]. I should write about what it has been like for me, for
the family and, for this year and the coming years, for the RLC. I promised her I would. But then ‘me being
me’, I have taken liberties with that promise. I will honour it here, in part, and then, in continuation, in the
November-December reflections.
But then, when I started to write, I hit the wall. Where would I begin? What would I say and how would I say
it? How frank and upfront could I be? I remembered the trauma of taking a few days off last month from
being the President when, lo and behold (and you are not going to believe this!)- a GC member (an actual
GC member and I have 12 of them)- posted a message on a Chat Group that fills the club’s
cyberspace that the President was missing. How dare he, the President, do that? I was mortified. That was
just me missing, for a couple of days! I didn’t think (my apologies here) that the club would, could, come
to a grinding halt. I never knew I was missed that much (me, a man allegedly with Freudian inclinations, to
boot, according to that GC member!). I hastily responded to that ‘accusation’- (with my wife’s approval,
naturally)- that I was in a health spa somewhere (I wasn’t, I swear) and apologised for not taking her (not
my wife, please) along. What followed was rather disappointing. To my dismay there was an agonising
silence in response! Did I, as President, miss something in that? Had I disappointed a lady GC colleague?
Was the hurt felt around the club and hence the subject of chat messages? Had I underrated my role as
President that much? Left some dissatisfied? Perhaps a large cardboard image of the President in speedos
(yuck!) suitably placed in the club lobby would have assuaged some, if not all, GC members.
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So, right, for starters- Humour- that is what the President needs, some sense and tons of sensibilities!
I went back to ‘she-who-must-be-obeyed’ – that is what John Mortimer called his wife- to ask about the
wall I had hit. Why are men gluttons for punishment? I got told off again- ‘you made your bed so go lie in
it’. I certainly saw the humour in that play on words- remembering the earlier fictional wellness spa I had lost
out on. A missed opportunity- but that is not where it ended. I got then thrown in my face the last two
couplets from what is probably Muneer Niazi’s (q.v.) best Punjabi poem. That didn’t help. My
understanding of Punjabi is not that great- despite what some would say. I am a true-blue Malaysian, born,
bred and raised here and I am growing old here, too. I am not some Johnny-come-lately having just
alighted from the Chidhambaram, despite what some bearded evangelist may say or believe. I did not
enter my country through KLIA, being whisked through the VIP lounge and then being handed a
Permanent Resident status on a platter without satisfying a miniscule of the legal requirements that the rest
of the despicable minions must meet. And I always thought that the rule of expulsion (if I am to be booted
out) was last in, first out- and not the reverse, as was illogically spouted, that oldest in must first be out.
But I digress. I wanted to reproduce the two couplets here- in the anglicised Malaysian style of writing
everything- I ought to have tried ‘khatting’ them but then some languages can at times be philosophically
deep and frustratingly difficult to translate. If there are some of you out there who can make head, or tail,
(or have Punjabi friends who will help) of what those couplets mean in the original, then
fantastic. If not, then here they are, translated with liberties. They do reflect on the RLC President’s lot.
The path was hard, I knew, somewhat
My chaffed albatrossed neck choked, a bit
The town folk were deceptively cruel, as always!
The death call? That was my own chosen wish
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When I was first approached last October/November 2018 as to whether I would offer myself as President,
I did reflect on what the year entailed. There had been at that time considerable hard work undertaken
by the TAC Committee. They spoke of ways to help set the club right from the turmoil of the past years and
the splurges that had been employed, and wasted, in useless, mindless litigation. The manifesto was simple
- aren’t they always when you start? The Club needed a strong management team at the helm, it needed
its financial management set right, it needed an increase in subscriptions to bring the finances back to an
even keel, there had to be a proper asset management control schedule put in place (and not just
firefighting!) and there had to be proper staff management/training schedules so that an excellent
quality of service was on hand. I found all that a welcome task but then there was a bigger challenge I
thought as President I could set right. I felt that governance, integrity and transparency within the club was
vital. I wanted the unnecessary waste of splurges of 2016 looked into and I wanted to stop the redaction
of club records and GC minutes. I wanted to eliminate secrecy. Now that was a tough call- any manifesto
is.
Now don’t misunderstand me. And take no offense at what is said and follows. Or do, if that takes your
fancy. I had taken on a responsibility. I intended to discharge it. This is for starters. Fault me thereafter if you
must. In 2013 the club got into a small mess over a planned show and lost monies through sheer
negligence. The club appointed lawyers to sue to recover the loss from an absconding agent. The lawyer
did his work and rightly asked for payment. The proceedings had got nowhere. We threw good money
after bad money. The club dilly-dallied for 6 years; the lawyer pleaded for payment (a lawyer pleading for
money?- that should bring the house down!). The bill was close to 40K. Heels were dragged. No payment
was made. Come 2019 and the matter landed on my table. The GC approved the bill and upon my
negotiation sanctioned the bill (recorded in the minutes) and paid it at a reduced negotiated figure. Now
contrast that with this. In October/November 2016 your club gave leave to a lawyer to sue who he liked.
The lawyer within hours made an immediate demand ‘to be put in funds’. And hey presto, the club,
without batting an eyelid and within days paid him 80K with nary a bill in sight and not a scrap of work
being done. The intended litigation, where no work had been done, was pointless, frivolous and an
absolute waste of the club’s resources and time. Wither transparency, governance and integrity? That is
just the tip of the iceberg. The flurry of meaningless litigation, within weeks, has set us back close to 500K.
Ask your Internal Audit Committee. They are yanking their hair out and balding through sheer frustration.
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You, dear colleagues, will still elect such people to office. You will let wrongs slip by.
The path I chose I knew was hard. My neck hurts now and the town people? When I launched the righting
of the wrong? Well, your guess is as good as mine as to what they did- nothing. But I concede the death
call was my own wish.
The denouement? No fear, no favour?
There is light at the end of the tunnel. Diwali is around the corner. Enjoy that first.
(to be continued)

Manjeet Singh Dhillon
25 August 2019

President
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

NO-SMOKING RULING
The following places in the Club have been designated as non-smoking
areas, with immediate effect:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Banquet Hall, including the Banquet Hall foyer and the Function
Rooms
Batek Bar
Billiards Room / Card Room
Bunga Raya Restaurant
Buttery
Garden Café, both the enclosed air-conditioned area and
open-air area
Lobby
Pavilion Sports Bar & Brasserie
Poolside Terrace
The Orchid
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Thank you
By order of the General Committee

TOWNHALL MEETING
22 September 2019
10:00am, Banquet Hall
ERRATA
For the Persian Carpet article on May-June 2019 issue:
‘The name is given as it is belived that this carpet belongs to the King of Iran or Persian as the design is
of horses and whales. This famous carpet can be found in all famous museums in the world.
It should be read as:
The name is given after they believe that this carpet belongs to the King of Iran or Persian as the designs
are the horses with their whale. The magnificent Persia’s carpets can be found at all famous carpet
museums in the world.
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C OMI NG UP....
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OCT
6

Golf- Weekday Social Game
Tuesday, 8:00am
Impiana Golf Resort, Kajang
Badminton- RLC Annual Veteran
Championship
Tuesday (10 & 17 Sept), Thursday (5,12 & 19 Sept)
5:30pm, Multi Purpose Hall
Swimming Assessment Test
Saturday, 8:00am
Main Swimming Pool
GYM Talk- First Aid Cardio
Pulmonary
Saturday, 3:00pm
Perdana Room
Wine Pairing Dinner
Wednesday, 7:30pm
The Orchid

Bridge Congress
Saturday & Sunday, 9:30am
Banquet Hall
Recycling Arts & Crafts
Saturday. 10:00am
Children Play Room
Inter Club Karaoke with Penang Swimming Club
Friday,
Pulau Pinang

18
OCT

19
OCT

19
OCT

23
NOV

Inter Club Karaoke Competition
Saturday
Banquet Hall
Inter Club Swimming Championship
Sunday, 8:00am
Main Pool

Oktoberfest
Friday, 7:30pm
Pavilion
GYM Talk- Proper Usage of Gym Equipment
Saturday, 3:00pm
Gym
Halloween Kids’ Party
Saturday, 7:30pm
Banquet Hall
Wine Gala
Saturday, Time: (TBC)
Banquet Hall

AIKIDO
Sundays: 4:30pm - 5:30pm
Children <12 : RM70, Adult: RM90
012-213 1829
QI GONG
Wednesdays: 7:00pm - 8:30pm
Poolside Gazebo
012-398 9443, 017-575 2952
TAI CHI
Mondays & Wednesdays:
5:45pm - 8:45pm,
Multipurpose Hall
Thursday:
7:45pm - 9:15pm
Aerobic Room
RM 80 per month
016-278 8232
TAE KWON DO
Wednesdays: 7:30pm - 8:30pm
Blue to Black Belt
Recreational Hall
Various times (Belt specific),
Saturdays & Sundays – All Belts
Multipurpose Hall
RM55 to RM95
NEW SUN WUSHU
Tuesdays & Fridays:
6:45am - 8:30am
Multipurpose Hall
RM80 (4 sessions per month)
or RM160 (8 Sessions per month)
013-362 4348

CHESS
CHESS BY MOK SEE ENS
Sundays: 2:30pm - 4:00pm
RM100 Beginners,
RM120 Advanced
016-223 3536

FITNESS & GYM
STRETCHING & BODY WEIGHT EXERCISE
Mondays & Fridays: 7:30am,
Tuesdays & Saturdays: 8:30am,
Thursdays: 10:00am
Aerobics Room
RM60 per month
019-365 8402, 016-668 7049

BOLLYWOOD FITNESS
By Sonia Shah
Sundays: 3:30pm - 4:30pm
Recreation Hall
RM60 once a week, per month
017-365 6685
PILATES
Tuesdays: 6:30pm
Wednesdays: 10:00am
Aerobics Room
RM400 (for 3 months)
017-878 8559
ZUMBA (LATIN AEROBIC)
Mondays & Wednesdays:
6:30pm - 7:30pm
Aerobics Room
RM 70 per month
017-3656685
YOGA
By Divine Life Society
Tuesdays: 6:15pm - 7:15pm
Saturday: 8:45am - 10:00am
Recreational Hall
RM140 for 3 months payable in advance
012-2787409, 012-202 3592
By Aman Merican
Tuesdays: 10:30am - 11:30am
Fridays: 11:00am - 12:00pm
Recreational Hall
RM60 once a week, per month
RM120 twice a week, per month
011-1140 3436

ART

CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING
Thursdays: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Fridays: 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Recreation Hall
RM120 per month
Tel : 03-7781 0699
CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
Thursdays: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Recreation Hall
RM 130 per month
03-4022 2860

COMPETITIVE SPORTS

BADMINTON
Mr.Lee Guan Ching
Mondays: 10:00am - 1:00pm
Wednesdays: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
Thursdays: 9:00am - 11:00am
Fridays: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
016-226 9877

Yap Yee Hup
Mondays to Fridays: 7:00am - 4:00pm
019-275 8479

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . .. .

MARTIAL ARTS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . .. .

CLASSES

C L ASSE S

Cheng Sai Kit
Fridays: 4:00pm - 11:00pm
Saturdays: 7:00am - 1:00pm
Saturdays: 6:00pm - 11:00pm
Sundays: 7:00am - 9:00am
016-421 5639
TENNIS
Clement Chan (013-330 5812)
Saturdays & Sundays,
7:00am - 7:00pm
Sunil (011-1437 8304)
Mondays to Fridays:
7:00am - 11:00am & 3:00pm - 7.00pm
SQUASH
Mary Lee (012-386 7378)
Adults and Children Focus
RM50 to RM70 (Group of 2) per lesson
RM90 to RM110 per month (Group)
Chris Teoh (019-387 9802)
RM90 per session, one on one.
RM50 per person per session, group
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING
Instructor: Ong Lye Hing
Mondays and Fridays:
7:00pm - 9:00pm. Twice per week
Main Pool. RM120 per month
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SWIMMING
Gan Kok Yee (012-200 8934)
Mondays to Fridays: 3:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays: 8:00am - 12:00 noon
& 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sundays: 8:30am - 11:30am
Rajaandran (012-399 0702)
Mondays, Fridays: 4:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays, 8:00am - 12:00noon &
2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sundays: 8:30am - 11:30am
Ong Lye Hin (016-212 1947)
Mondays to Fridays: 3:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays: 8:00am - 12 noon &
2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sundays: 2:00pm - 6:00pm
RM65 to RM120 per month

TABLE TENNIS
Mr. Loong Keng Seng
Saturdays: 5:00pm - 6:00pm
6:00pm - 7:00pm
Table Tennis Hall RM45.00 per month,
012 - 393 7316
Table Tennis Practice Sessions
Every Saturday: 2:30pm - 7:30pm
Recreation Hall
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C L UB

EGM 2019
‘Tak Nak’ in Batek Bar

Saturday, 3 August 2019
by Yap Yok Foo
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President Manjeet announced at 10:00 am sharp, "We
have 123 and counting voting members registered, so we
have a quorum. Let the EGM begin". As we huddled in The
Orchid, the President outlined the rationale for this EGM
and warned speakers to keep strictly to the subject which
is to impose a ban on smoking in the Batek Bar. He
reiterated that 3 minutes should be enough for anyone to
express his views with clarity.
Speaker after speaker echoed the dangers of smoking
and the hazards of second-hand smoke via our central
air-conditioning system. A member urged the GC to
provide a suitable alternative place for smoking
members, who also have rights, whatever their habits.
The mood of the meeting was quite overpowering and
when the 'FOR' votes were asked for after the 11 'AGAINST'
votes, the President, seeing the ocean of arms waving in
the air, had no hesitation in announcing that the motion
to ban smoking in Batek Bar has been overwhelmingly
carried.
Within an hour, the matter has been resolved. Hurray for a
decisive and incisive chairman. Now for the fresh air in
Batek Bar.
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R E ME MB ERI NG

Dato’ Tommy Pang Leong Hoon- The Builder
by Dato’ Y. Sivaloganathan
Past President

At the Institute he is best remembered for numerous
innovations he introduced much to the delight of its
members. Over a period of many years much of Tommy’s
time outside work was spent at the Club where he was an
active ordinary member and a regular attendee at
Club AGMs where he spoke without fear or favour.
Though Tommy served in many capacities in the Club’s
numerous sub-committees he always refused the
groundsmell of wide acclaim of members that he ought
to step up to the Club’s Presidency and bring about
innovations as he did to the Institute of Engineers, that he
helmed. Tommy who was a strickler for rules is best
remembered for his tireless efforts in the construction of
our new Club premises which was built in record time of 11
months in the year 1990.
Dato’ Pang was then the Chairman of the
Redevelopment Sub-committee and took up the
supervision and construction of our new premises as a
personal challenge to bring it into fruition within the time
prescribed for completion. During this period it was not
unusual to find Tommy at the worksite every day in an
attempt to accomplish his undertaking.

Dato’ Tommy Pang Leong Hoon left us peacefully in
Brighton, England on 18th July, 2019.
A service was held on 2nd August, 2019 in Crawley, West
Sussex, England and thereafter he was cremated and his
ashes were returned to Malaysia for internment. Tommy as
he was affectionately known joined our Club in 1971 as a
young engineer then working for the Department of
Irrigation and Drainage (DID) of the Government of
Malaysia, and eventually retired as its Director General.
Whilst in service in the Government he tirelessly
contributed to numerous engineering associations
including the Institute of Engineers Malaysia and served as
President of the Institution for 2 terms – (1984-85, 1985-86).

For his Yeoman services, Dato’ Tommy was elected to
become a Life Member of our Club (an honour accorded
to those who have rendered outstanding services).
Tommy an avid golfer, was, unknown to many, a star
ballroom dancer having won numerous medallions
conferred by the London Ballroom Academy.
It was not unusual for members to see Dato’ Pang and his
beloved wife Datin Molly take to the waltz in their effortless
strides to the beat of The Solianos at The Orchid. In the
days of his passing members are left with fond memories
recalling his trademark personality of being courtly,
courteous, sociable and always witty and friendly.
These memories come from personal experiences of
Dato’ Pang always having had time for and a ready smile
for every fellow member and Club staff and worker. To his
beloved wife Datin Molly and his children and in laws our
Club extends its heartfelt condolences.
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TA LE NT

“Shensation” Shen

by Gerard Soong

in Malaya during the atrocities of World War II. A story of
a forbidden love between a Japanese soldier and a
local Malayan girl. Because of the war the 2 lovers were
soon separated and never to see each other again until
60 years later. Can you visualize the appearance of the
author? His name is Ching Eng Shen. “Just call me Shen”,
he said.“Shensation” was a name given by his cousin
initially as his email domain. Shen likes the name so
much that he used it as his artiste name. Shen also has a
nick name given to him by his Business Degree college
lecturers. They call him “Angel of Music”.
Shen started playing the piano at the age of 3. By the
age of 10, he was performing publicly. Along the way he
also learned to play the guitar and the saxophone. But it
was the piano and keyboard which he majored in.
And what music does Shen plays? Although he was a
classically trained pianist, he also plays pop, jazz and
Broadway. Shen knows that just specializing in classical
in Malaysia will not bring fame and fortune, and it is not
wise to limit himself to a single style of music as the world
has become very creative and diverse with its many art
forms, backgrounds, cultures andinfluences.
When asked what music and composers inspire him, he
highlighted the following:
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• Orchestral works by Beethoven and Tchaikovsky
• Modern day film orchestral works by Michael
Giacchino, Alan Silvestri and Hans Zimmer
• Songs and music scores from Disney and Pixar
movies also pull at his heart string, in particular,
Beauty and the Beast, Lion King and Frozen,
especially songs and music scores composed by
Alan Menken.
When I was requested to interview a member of the Club,
a member since 1993, a professional pianist, my first
thought was “what does a professional pianist look like?”
On further thought I gave up the idea of guessing as looks
can be deceiving whatever the culture of the person’s
profession.

Shen’s repertoire of musical theatre credits include
being a pianist, keyboardist, rehearsal pianist cum
repetiteur. He was also involved in musicals like Les
Miserables, Grease, That’s Entertainment and Sinbad
the Musical.

On the day of the appointed interview, as I hurriedly
entered the RLC’s lift just as it was closing, I squeezed myself
in and stood behind a few other people. I slowly looked up
and there was this clean cut young man who has the look
of “the boy next door”. I had a hunch that this was the
person I was to interview. Then I saw the tee shirt he was
wearing with the word “Shensation”. I was right. It was him.
What a coincidence!

Music is in Shen’s blood. With such passion, he has worn
many hats as a musical director, arranger and
orchestrator. Shen is also involved in many productions
of the Malaysian theatre, including Sinbad the Musical,
Into The Woods, Grease, That’s Entertainment and Esya
the Musical. Being young and filled with enthusiasm for
life and music, (he is only 29 years old) Shen’s motto
appears to be “never say never”.

My first impression of Shen? Delightful, pleasant, courteous,
respectful, well mannered and gentlemanly. I had the
feeling it will be a light hearted and cheerful interview. And
it was!

Shen’s eyes lit up when I mentioned about his own
composition, lyrics and music score, and being his own
conductor of the theatre show “A Flower’s
Promise” which was staged in 2017. “I’m extremely
proud of it!” Shen exclaimed. He even won the “BMS
60th Merdeka Music Award” for this original
composition.The story line of this play is the story above.

Well, that was my first impression. You may visualize it
differently if I tell you this story. It is a story that developed
and blossomed in the midst of the Japanese Occupation
10

Shen’s
motto
appears to
be “never
say never”.

“Composers and musical artistes seem to have
extraordinary ‘feelings and emotions’. Do you have any
such feelings, Shen?” I asked. “Yes, such people do have
their own temperament. But temperamental can mean
so many different things. My temperament is generally
more joyful, out-going, peaceful, happy, bubbly and at
times looney”.

dignitaries and for corporations. So, what next? Shen plans
to further his ‘studies’ and experience in film scoring record,
musical theatre writing and composition. He hopes he will
be given an opportunity to further his `studies’ and
experience in a foreign country.

“What is your most memorable moment?” “Ah…wow,
there are so many!” Shen exclaimed. These included the
He quickly elaborated on the last word. “By being looney following moments…
it does not mean `lonely’.” Shen shared that composers
need ‘silence’ to compose. Silence does not mean • As a pianist playing my first solo performance at the
Malaysian Floral Festival.
lonely. It is during such time that Shen feels reflective,
sentimental, melancholic and mellow. “It is at these times • As an accompanist performing with international opera
singer, Spanish Diva Pilar Jurado at the Global Women
that one gets inspiration to compose, and gets that spark
Summit.
that sets the fire glowing”. He continued, “But I rarely ever
feel depressed or angry because those negative • As a conductor, being promoted to conduct the
Broadway Show “Dreamgirls” in Istana Budaya at the
emotions are poisonous when not handled properly. I say
age of 21.
handled because some of the best songs have been
• As a music director in Stephen Sondheim’s “Into The
written out of painful emotions”.
Woods”.
Shen studied in UK and qualified as a Bachelor of Arts in • As an arranger and orchestrator arranging the music for
the musical “Everworld” and “Esya”.
Business Management. His music qualifications include
Licentiate of the Royal Schools of Music in Piano • As a saxophonist performing the saxophone and
conducting the band at the same time in “Working
Performance and Diploma of the Associate Board of the
Dead”.
Royal Schools of Music in Piano Performance. He
received his piano training at the Overseas Masters • But my most memorable moment was my first
performance at age 14 together with my mum in the
Winter Piano Academy held at the prestigious Yehudi
musical “Drunk Before Dawn”
Menuhin School in UK.
“As a pianist what music do you like to play, Shen?” “Pop,
jazz and Broadway are my favorites due to their rich
musical facets that accompany them”, he answered.
“Pop and Broadway music support singers telling a story
whilst jazz tell its own story with freedom of improvisation
and making things up on the spot”. Classical, Shen’s
forte, may not be his favorite but he acknowledge that
he often returns to the root of classical music to
re-explore and expand on his skills.

Shen will be launching his first CD entitled, what else but,
“Shensation”. The album will be purely piano instrumental.
The music pieces will be a combination of famous pop
music and his original piano pieces. This will be released in
early November 2019. Perhaps we will have our very own
Malaysian Richard Clayderman soon?
“Any parting words, Shen?” As expected he has more than
one parting word. They may not be his very own words but
are still truly inspirational. Here it goes…

Shen has achieved many of his dreams. By 16, he was
playing at wedding functions, conducting when he was • `When words fail, music speaks’. William Shakespeare
21 and composing his own theatre works when he was • `If you dream it, you can achieve it’. Walt Disney
27. He has performed solo, duet, trio, chamber music and • `Music is a great blessing! It has the power to elevate
and liberate us. It sets people free to dream. It can
in orchestras, besides the many different concerts,
unite us to sing with one voice’. Nelson Mandela.
musicals, events and functions including playing for
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Malaysian Film Industry

by Shaari Mohd Noor
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Not many of us are aware that the film industry in this
country existed far back to the years before World War II.
It was in 1933 that the first film was produced, that was by
Mobilal Chemical Company based in Bombay but starred
by a Malayan opera group. The title of the film was LAILA
MAJNUM. But it was not until the year 1937 that Run Run
Shaw with his brother Runme Shaw set up a local film
studio located at Jalan Ampas,Singapore. But the industry
was thwarted by the Japanese invasion in 1941. It was not
until 1947 that Shaw Brothers could produce a film entitled
SINGAPURA DIWAKTU MALAM, directed by B.S Rajhans
and starred by actress Siput Serawak, followed by another
production entitled CEMPAKA in which the principal
actress was Kasmah Booty.
In the 1960s and 70s there existed two main production
houses i.e. Malay Film Production originating from Shaw
Brothers and Cathay Keris. The latter was started by Loke
Wan Tho in 1954 at Tampines, Singapore under the original
name of Riman Film Production which metamorphosed to
Cathay - Keris Film Production in 1956. These two became
rivals. While Malay Film Production produced such epic
films as Hang Tuah and Raja Bersiong, Cathay-Keris'
notable works were Buluh Perindu and Mahsuri. It is
inspiring to note that our late Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul
Rahman Putera himself had a hand in perfecting this
historio-legendary film production. Together these two
production houses combined were successful in releasing
more than 280 films.
It is to be noted that although film production houses were
all centred in Singapore the actors and actresses hailed
from either Indonesia or the Peninsula. Some of the earliest
artists were Harith, Junaidah, Kadarisman, Siti Tanjong
Perak, and Siput Serawak. They were followed by Zaiton,
Omar Rojik, M .Amin and S. Roomai Noor, amongst others.
But the most celebrated star was none other than
P.Ramlee who hailed from Penang and settled down in
Singapore. He was a celebrity of multiple talents: besides
acting he was also a composer, musician, singer as well as
12

film director thus earning him
the coveted title of Seniman
Agong, conferred by our
Government. Later Saloma, a
singer and actress who was
married to P.Ramlee was
accorded Seniwati Negara.
Other artists of P.Ramlee era
included Salleh Kamil, Aziz
Sattar,
Aziz
Jaafar,
Normadiah, Latifah Omar and
Jins Shamsuddin. Mostly films
directed by P.Ramlee or the
ones in which he acted in
became favourites by both
young and old. Starring with
such actors as Aziz Sattar,
Shamsuddin,
A.R
Tompel,
Ibrahim Pendek, P.Ramlee
could produce many hilarious
comedies like Seniman Bujang Lapok, Madu Tiga, Penarik
Beca etc. while not leaving those with serious themes such
as Antara Dua Darjat, Ibu Mertuaku, Sarjan Hassan and
many others.
In the field of film directorship names like L. Krishnan,
S.Sudarmaji, B.S Rajhans, Hussin Haniff and Salleh Ghani
come to mind while Jamil Sulong was a good composer
who was the husband of the former actress Rosnani. With
Jamil Sulong P Ramlee produced the infamous and the
ever-green song 'SELAMAT HARI RAYA'.
While production houses in Singapore were on the verge
of closing down a new one was set up and this time in the
Peninsula i.e. Shah's Merdeka Studios situated in Ulu Klang
where the Singapore film veteran artists notably P.Ramlee
resettled there. By then black-and-white television was
introduced in the country. Coupled with the influx of
foreign films the local film industry was on the decline.
Shah's Merdeka Studio gave way to the formation of FINAS
a regulatory body for local film productions. Though
P.Ramlee's films were no longer popular he himself
continued to be the icon amongst Malaysians young and
old. His birthday anniversaries were being celebrated
yearly. His many many songs became evergreen on
screen as well as on radio and sung in social gatherings.
In 1975 another production house known as Sabah Film
was set up followed by another one, Perfima. But it was not
until 1980s and the establishment of FINAS (Perbadanan
Filem Nasional) that saw the revival of local film industry.
At present the Malaysian film industry is at its peak. There
are no less than 300 production companies registered with
FINAS. They produce films for all available media notable
of which of course, are cinemas and T.Vs. One of the most
active film producers is Annuar Jamil, the son of the late
Jamil Sulong and actress Rosnani. He is very determined to
bring back the golden era of our film industry.

ME MB E R S H I P I N DUCT I ON

2019- 3rd Induction Night

Thursday, 4 July 2019

We inducted 21 new temporary members on 4 July 2019 at The Orchid.
Azzizi Mohamad Ghazi

Zalina Shamsudin

Anildeep Singh Saini

Azlinee Mohd Ghazi

Kingsley Teh Yee Joe

Benjamin Chan Weng Kim

Glory Marthandan

Helena Edward
John Lawrence

YBhg Datuk Ir Mohd Adnan

Dr Sathia Prakash
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Kirandeep Singh

Lee Hong Tat

Lim Ee Tatt

Ng Siew Kuan

Nadhirah Naim

Rajan Lachmandas Alwani

Thomas Abraham Thomas

YBhg Datuk Simon Suresh

Sutheshan Shanmugarajah

Tan Jit Huat, Steven

Wan Arif Wan Kamaruddin
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M E MB E RSH I P I N T RO D U CT IO N

2019-3rd Introduction Night
Thursday, 25 July 2019

On a Thursday night, 36 new voting members with their proposers
and seconders gathered at The Orchid to be officially received as
new Lady/Voting members. Our President was seated next to His
Excellency, Francis Ndegwa Muhoro, the Kenyan ambassador to
Malaysia, who gave him the inspiration for his presidential speech
later.
The emcee, Siew Eng started off the evening with a welcome note
and handed over the microphone to Vice President, Johan van
Geyzel, who led us through the video of the club and introduced the
General Committee members who were present to all. The meal
from Edward, our caterer, was delicious and quickly finished with
various drinks of wines, whiskies, softies and water.
Next was the Presidential address where Manjeet related the
anecdote of the new inexperienced priest who asked his senior priest
for advice on how to handle his nervousness for his upcoming sermon
the following Sunday. The Monsignor replied, “When I am worried
about getting nervous on the pulpit, I put a glass of vodka next to the
water glass. If I start to get nervous, I take a sip.” So next Sunday he
took the monsignors advice. At the beginning of the sermon, he got
nervous and took a drink. He proceeded to talk up a storm. Upon his
return to his office after mass, he found the following note from the
Monsignor:

Kassandra
Chan Kit Yi

Dr Chin Teck Yew

Yan Lai Yee

Kanishta Sharma

Sim Hwee Koon
Lauren

Cheah Kian Meng

Cheok Tuan Oon

Lim Keong Han
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1. Sip the Vodka, don't gulp.
2. There are 10 commandments, not 12.
3. There are 12 disciples, not 10.
4. There are 12 disciples, and one Jesus, not 12 Jesus’s and one
disciple.
In the same light Manjeet at times feels that there are 12 Presidents
and 1 General Committee member instead of one President and 12
(including the vice president) General Committee members! That
drew a lot of laughter from the audience and you could feel the
audience relaxing. Then each new member together with the
spouse (if any) were individually welcomed by the President and
vice president and given his/her new Member card together with
the Member’s kit. Photographs were taken for insertion in the next
newsletter. Members were then encouraged to try out their new
cards immediately to test whether the cards work! A good end for
the evening with some adjourning to the Batek Bar for drinks and live
music.

Jacalyn Joana
Lawrence
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Alya Sabrina
Jamsari

Leng Foong Boon
Stephanie

ME MB E R S H I P I N TR O DUCT I ON

Emrran Raeez
Abdullah

YBhg Prof Dato
Dr Fuad Ismail

Gan Wah Loon

Joseph Ravindren

Jenny Ong Pek Lan

Kumaran Mani

Lee Kit Yen

Sreedhara Naidu

Sholto Thomas
Scettrino Byrnes

V Saraswathy
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Michael
Leong Yi Shen

Tay Guan Kee

Tan Kim Heok

Yong Kok Wah

Michelle
Leong Yi Ming

Ericsson
Law Yi Seng

Mohamad Razif
Abdul Wahab

Francis Ndegwa
Muhoro

Ambikai Rajakumar

YBhg Dato Andrew
Chia Kong Lam

Nirmala Devaraja

Teoh Swee Im

Kudrat Lokman

Ananthan Mani

Zuhaida Zulkifli
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Saturday, 6 July 2019

by Dr Yap Chung Mui

The second segment of the comedy act was performed by
you-must-be-joking Douglas Lim who touched on the
peculiarities of Malaysian cultures, particularly the Chinese,
on their festive acts, cuisines, songs and interjections.
There is the incomprehensible Chinese claim of their ethnic
identity as descendants of the dragon, a mythical creature
and their perpetual chasing of the Pearl of Wisdom and the
ironic popularity of the lion dance in a land which is not a
natural habitat for lions,
Douglas compared the lyrics of Chinese New Year songs
with Malay Hari Raya songs. The repetition of the phrase
Gong Xi Fa Cai is perhaps indicative of the Chinese
obsession with the acquisition of worldly wealth.
There is the mind-boggling hyperbole for a certain Chinese
dish, the Four Seasons which is not a dish with ingredients
from winter, spring, summer and autumn but a platter of a
combination of two fried (but not piping hot) and two cold
side-dishes.
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Buddha Jumps Over the Wall is a hotchpotch of many
ingredients, To impress the non-connoisseurs, the name was
used to deceive them that they are having a gourmet dish
so delicious and aromatic that vegetarian monks are
prepared to forsake their religious vows.

Yes! MACC was in the RLC. But no, not the MACC that
we read regularly on the front pages of our National
newspapers going after corrupt politicians. This MACC is
the Malaysian Association of Chinese Comedians
The first segment of their comedy act was presented by
Kuah Jenhan, an engaging story-teller. He touched on
the issue of kangkung (water spinach) as a blogger
when the then-Prime Minister cited that the price of that
commodity had become less expensive over the course
of his administration.
Jenhan was to learn that words have their
consequences. His kangkong meme was met with
displeasure and led to a financially lean period as a
comedian.
He reminisced some twenty years ago, when at the age
of eleven, over dinner, he told his parents of his
fondness for Mickey Mouse, hoping that they would let
him have a Mickey Mouse as a toy. The parents
misunderstood and bought two live mice the next day
as pets for their beloved son to play with.
16

The Comedy Act made us look at our life in a lighter vein
and to laugh at our cultural peculiarities.

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
Rare Green Vultures

CL UB

Saturday, 20 July 2019
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RLC’s Got Talent- BB Park Theme
Monday, 24 June 2019
by Kristine Thow
The success of the First Open Microphone event titled "Lake
Club's Got Talent" held on 29 April created strong demand
for a second event. Members waited excitedly for the
second event which was held on Monday 24 June. This
time the event was combined with the Karaoke Section
Night so a light buffet spread was provided. By 7:30pm the
Batek Bar which is normally quiet on a Monday night, was
almost completely full. The theme for the night was BB Park
and Emcee Kristine Thow came dressed to thrill in her red
Go-Go Girl outfit complete with tassels.
After the opening remarks by Convenor Dato' Aljafri,
singers took turns to showcase their beautiful singing voices
to an appreciative audience. After the first 10 singers Zuriah
took over as Emcee until the end of the evening. The
audience was very appreciative and also spontaneously
got up to dance especially to numbers such as Achy
Breaky Heart and the Poco-poco. The event was also great
for the Club's coffers as the event generated a handsome
revenue for the club.
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In-House Karaoke Competition
Monday, 24 June 2019

by Dato’ Aljafri Abdul Majid

How Time flies when you’re having fun! No sooner were
the Open Mic – RLC’s Got Talent Night and the Hari Raya
Karaoke Open House over in May and June respectively
then it was time for the 2019 In House Karaoke
Competition... Contestants eagerly signed up for the
Competition and some started practicing furiously in
Teratai whilst others trained in top secret locations under
Sifus whose names will never ever be revealed .
Finally the great day arrived - Saturday 13 July 2019. And
the venue? The RLC Banquet Hall, where else? The RLC
Staff led by none other than the GM Geoffery Anthony ,
with Rozita, Azhar and Jeffri transformed the Banquet
Hall into a beautiful venue with lovely acoustics befitting
of this Grand Event. Well done guys! Again another super
buffet spread was laid out and section members and
guests were seen tucking into their food with gusto but
sadly many competitors were seen only picking at their
food – no pain no gain?
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Then it was time for the Competition to begin. Emcee
Hassanudin aka Mr White belted out his welcome “One
Night With You”, that sizzling Elvis number which got
everyone electrified. Then the Convenor introduced the
Judges Datin Paduka Julie Sudiro, M.Rauzan Alwi (Roy)
and Lim May Li as well as the General Committee
Members Dato’ Nik Gee, Ms Elizabeth Tan and Ms
Amuthambigai Tharmarajah, and the contest began in
earnest. With their soft dulcet tones, high dramatic
soprano A’s, lyrical tenors and seductive basses the
contestants did their best to cajole and seduce both the
judges and the audience with their vocal prowess. And
not to mention their dressing and showmanship, wah,
wah, waah.
The Judges were struggling to decide who should be
crowned the winners but finally decided that Zaiton
Wahab was the Champion with Wan Ban Ong and Datin
Zahidah as the 1st and 2nd Runners up in the Solo
Category. For the Duet Category the duet pair of Wan
Ban Ong/Wendy Toh were the champions and
Claudelle/David Wong and Chan Swee Wai/Chow Sai
Cheng were the 1st and 2nd Runners Up respectively.
Eat, Sing and be Merry was the mood for the night and
our sporting Judge Roy got everyone rocking on the floor

and around their tables until late. The Karaoke Section RLC
will next be hosting the 28th Inter Club Karaoke
Competition on 12 October 2019 – WATCH THIS SPACE.
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Midnight Cowboys on the range
Friday, 23 August 2019

by David & Pauline Yap

It was certainly YEE HAW all night
long at The Orchid Saloon when
about 140 cowboys and cowgirls
(and one Red Indian) gathered for
a night of riotous festivities.
First order of the night was the trail
chow: food normally associated
with living rough in the open prairie
like corn on the cob, baked
potatoes and roast chicken. For
good measure, barbecued lamb
was also available topped with
banana fritters and ice cream. The
cowboys never had it so good and
in air-con comfort as well. The
resident band, Esstee provided soft
music while we dined in style
with a free flow of beer.
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VP Col Johan got the proceedings
going when he introduced The
Midnight Rodeo, a 5-piece band
that filled The Orchid with their
brand of lively music. Master of
ceremony, the energetic Jennifer
Kuan officiated at the boat race
and then came the excitement of
the night, the Chicken Dance
which attracted 6 teams.
By a series of elimination, we were
left with two teams. However, they
proved so well synchro nised and
co-ordinated that the judges
pronounced them joint champions.
The line dancing number Achy
Breaky Heart was so popular that
there was virtually no room left on
the dance floor...and so we carried
on partying until the bewitching
hour and all had a jolly good time.

best
dressed
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FOOD & BE V E RAG E

Available at all outlets at RLC
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RLC breaks the mould with a Whisky Pairing Dinner
Friday, 5 July 2019
by John D Chacko
Many people are and still remain skeptical about the
idea of enjoying whisky with a meal. This is in contrast to
other alcoholic beverages such as wine, ale, and beer
that have a dated history of being consumed with meals.
RLC decided to break that mould and introduced a
whisky pairing dinner to the surprise of many. The event
was over subscribed and a sold-out. Seventy six members
and guests enjoyed a scrumptious meal by our in house
caterer, Edric Caterer of The Orchid paired with 4
delicious
whiskies
throughout
the
meal
from
Connoisseurs Whiskies.
The evening started with Glen Grant The Major’s Reserve
as a pre-dinner drink, followed by Glen Grant 10 years
paired with the first course. This was followed by a very
enjoyable and informative presentation on the art and
science of single malt whiskies by Divyesh Chauhan, the
whisky ambassador from Glen Grant brought to us by our
sponsor, Drinks Connexion, who took us through the finer
points of taste and aroma of whiskies.
This was followed by a Glen Grant 12 years with the main
course. After sampling 3 glasses of fine single malt
whiskies, for the finale, our sponsors surprised us with a
tantalizing Glen Grant 18 years to pair with dessert. The
deep aroma and the smoothness of the 18 year old single
malt was the perfect end to the evening.
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Zulkifly Rashid- F&B Manager, Harris Beh- WWP member,
Johnny Koo- WWP member and John Chacko- WWP Chairman

Edward, our caterer in attendance

A very memorable dinner and a resounding success with
happy members and their guests. So successful was the
dinner that by popular requests, the Wine and Whisky
Panel is now planning a second dinner… a wine Pairing
Dinner to be held on 25 September at The Orchid at
RM90+.
This event will be a 3-course dinner paired with red and
white wines together with a Moscato. You will be assured
the evening will be a fine wine pairing experience with 3
featured glasses of wine selected by our sponsors.
Don't miss out on this wine pairing dinner. Be the first to
sign up. Our sincere apologies to the up to 10 members
who had to be turned away from our Whisky Pairing
Dinner because registrations exceeded capacity. The
Wine Pairing Dinner will be increased to 80+ seats. Book
your seats early.

RLC SELECT

HEREFORD - ARGENTINA
By the bottle @ RM53.00nett
By the glass @ RM9.00nett
CHARDONNAY CHENIN 2018
Light yellow color, with green hues. Abundant
fresh flavors of apples and pineapples with
round sensation in the mouth.

MERLOT MALBEC 2018
Deep red color with aromas of red berries. This young
wine surprises in the mouth with flavors of cherries
and blackberries. Well structed with a long lasting
finish.

CHAK’Z
PREMIUM

New Caterer @ Pavilion
RM274.00

per bottle

RM329.30

RM306.60

per bottle

per bottle

RM848.00

per bottle

INTRODUCING

AVAILABLE AT THE BATEK BAR AND PAVILION

FOOD & BE V E RAG E

Poolside Food Stalls
Thursday, 20 June 2019

After a lull, 15th July 2019 saw the full complement of all
the stalls at the poolside. We now have eight stalls
serving up different cuisines.
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Stall No 1: The Dhaba (Saleem)
This is a mini “mamak” stall that offers various Northern
and Southern Indian food together with a mixture of local
food. The only stall that opens for breakfast from
7:30am and opens 7 days a week closes at 9:30 pm.
Stall No 2: Western Food (Saleem)
Western food in hawker concept. Besides burgers,
chicken and lamb chops, fish & chips and grilled fish,
sausages, calamari ring and sandwiches, popiah is also
available in both seaweed and crispy style.
Stall No: 3: Penang Hawker Food (Chef Lee)
Why go to Penang for hawker food when we can get it
at our doorstep? Chef Lee offers Penang prawn noodle,
chicken
lobak,
curry
kapitan
chicken,
and
various fried noodles and fried rice.
Stall No 3A: Ikan Bakar (Mr Lim)
One of our famous Malaysian cuisine “Ikan Bakar.”
Mr Lim offers grilled fish of various species: kembong, pari,
bawal hitam and senangin. BBQ sotong and oyster
omelette too.
Stall No 5: Char Koay Teow (Mr Khoo)
This favourite Malaysian dish popularly referred to as CKT
is dished out by Mr Khoo. At times he also serves
koay teow soup. On weekends he serves curry mee.
Stall No 6: Satay (Norazlan)
En Azlan serves one of the BEST satay in K.L to our members and guests. He has been with us for such a long time
that he has become part of our family. He sells chicken
satay, beef satay and kambing satay(special order),
served with nasi impit, onions and cucumber with kuah
kacang.
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Stall No 7: Chevon Café (Kumar )
Chevon Café joined us in July 2019. This is essentially a
mutton stall. Besides mutton soup and chicken soup, the
menu includes mutton curry, mutton curry laksa and
mutton mee goreng, Pumpkin, mutton and potato
chapatis are available. A new addition is chicken rice.
Stall No 8: Thai Seafood (Zul Fahmi)
SAWADIKAP: En Zul joined us in Mar 2019 and has proven
to be a hit with the members. The menu is quite extensive
and has various tom yams, various fried rice, soups, fried
noodles and steamed pau.
Operating hours for Stalls 2-8
12:00 nn – 3:00 pm (last order 2:30pm)
6:00 pm – 9:30 pm (last order 9:00pm)
If you have not patronized the poolside in a while, come,
come visit the club and patronize the poolside and
sample the delicious wares from the eight stalls!

RESIDENT

BANDS
will commence on

01.09.2019
Estee Band (The orchid) : Tuesday-Saturday

batek bar
sensations : Tuesday
alexis : wednesday
HUPSY & MARICEL : THURSDAY
CHARLES & MARLENE : FRIDAY
BLUES BUG : Saturday
2 unlimited : sunday
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S PORTS

GYM Talk- Chiropractic
Saturday, 29 June 2019
by Cecelia Yap

Our speaker for the day, Dr Loh Thoong Lyn, introduced
briefly what Chiropractic is all about. Chiropractic is one of
the strategies to achieve health by restoring good
structural balance in the body while allowing the body to
heal itself much more efficiently.
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As we age, our bones go through degenerative processes
and this could affect our physical health. Even young
children are showing signs of having back problems. This
could be due to their habits of using handphones and
slouching while sitting down or could be due to carrying
heavy school bags.

Members were then made to assess their posture and
were encouraged to give feedback on how bad posture
can impact their quality of life. Dr Loh is a firm believer in
the value of holistic approach.
She talked on the importance of postural balance of the
body with the emphasis of rehabilitative exercises to
strengthen its structure. Dr Loh also mentioned the benefits
of Chiropractic, Short term versus Long term.
Patients who benefit from Chiropractic care are
Paediatrics & geriatrics, women during pregnancy and
those with scoliosis.

GYM Talk- Introduction to Physiotherapy
Saturday, 27 July 2019
by Cecelia Yap

Members were made aware that Back Pain is getting
very common amongst people of all ages now.The pain
that occurs in the middle to the lower waist back may be
acute or chronic. It may be due to degeneration or
trauma. Poor work and office ergonomics can worsen
the pain.
Poor posture, lack of exercise, standing or bending for
long periods of time, sitting without enough support or
sleeping on poor mattresses, are some of the factors that
could contribute to back pain. The speaker also discusses
ways to prevent common back pain through education,
postural correction and simple strengthening
and
stretching exercises. The benefits of exercises and
strengthening for a better and healthier back is empha
sised.
Another common condition is Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.
A common condition that can cause numbness, tingling
or weakness in the hands associated with pain on the
wrist. Members present were introduced to ways to
manage CTS. Rehabilitation program is important. It
helps to recondition one’s physical and psychological
benefits.
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Inland Golf Tour to Johor
24-27 June 2019
by Jalil Darus
Our Inland Golf Tour to Johor, from 24 – 27 June 2019,
kicked off with 42 RLC Golf Section members and
spouses boarding the chartered bus at 11:00am. We
checked into Granada Hotel, a 3-Star hotel in Bukit
Indah, Johor Bahru. We had our first game the next day
at Tanjung Puteri Golf Resort, some 50 minutes from our
hotel. Their well known ‘Plantation’ course was a very
challenging course with plenty of water, and bunkers
surrounding almost every green. The entire course has 54
holes. We only played 18.
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On the 3rd day after breakfast, we proceeded to play
at the much talked-about Forest City Golf Resort, an
18-hole course designed by Jack Nicklaus. It was
located 30 minutes from the hotel. With all the hype
surrounding this Resort, and expectations running high,
we were in for a disappointment. The checking in, and
tagging of bags onto the buggies took a very long time.
That prompted our usually cool and chatty Convenor to
snap, “Suka main main. Kerja lah”. We were all stunned
for a moment. After that, things went on 5th gear and
we were on the fairways playing our much-awaited
game.
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The next game on 27 June was at Horizon Hills. We were
very welcomed at the club. They were really professional
in handling groups. We enjoyed our game even though
buggies were not allowed on the fairways. Lunch was at
the Club Restaurant. Everyone enjoyed themselves.
Dato Mustapha Md Ali, one of our Committee Members,
gave away the 12 prizes to winners of the games played
over the 3 days. Apart from the Convenor, other
Committee Members who came along for this trip were After the prize presentation at the Club Restaurant, we
Dato Prof Dr CB Lian and John Cheang. John was a big then made our way back to KL. We arrived at RLC close to
8:00pm .
help, tabulating the scores.
We were pleased to share many good reviews/accolades
which were posted in our RLC golfers WhatsApp group,
after the game.
From + 6012 -3336738 Ken Lee
“I am new to the group .That was the first outing with all the
nice people. I would like to thank the organizing committee
and driver for the job well done. Hope to participate in the
future events”.
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Badminton- Friendly Match Against PJ Club
Saturday, 20 April 2019
by V T Selvam
On 20 April 2019, the Royal Lake Club had a friendly
badminton match against PJ Club for the first time. This
was held at the New Vision Badminton Academy, in
Section 13, Petaling Jaya.
Mr. Vengkat the Convenor of PJ Club had organized
the friendly in a very cordial manner, and this was
followed by a good dinner at the PJ Club.
We understand that in the hustle and bustle of the day,
some of our younger players could not participate,
and as such we went down to them - 9 games to 5
games.
A big thank you to the following players who found
time to participate in the friendly matches.
1. V T Selvam
2. Dato’ K P Lim
3. Chooi TW
4. Dr. Goh KC
5. Chan TC

6. K K Chua
7. Wong Kit Seng
8. Loong Chee Meng
9. Wong Han Lim
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Squash- Inter-Club Friendly
Match RLC vs KGNS
Sunday, 18 August 2019
by Shamsudin Mustafa
A total of 8 squash players and 4 racket ball (Squash 57)
players represented the RLC on a Sunday morning to
combat a formidable team from KGNS. Despite fielding
three junior state players and mainly an enthusiastic
bunch of over 50s, the RLC were on the receiving end of
a crushing eleven matches to one defeat. KGNS were
represented by an ex national champion and other
highly ranked players.
Our sole point came from the youngest member of our
team, 14-year-old Jadyn Deo who had a close tussle
with Eddie Cheong who himself had recently emerged
as the runner up in National Championship in the 50 and
over category. Credit also goes to Tunku Zain who
fought hard from 2-0 down to take his opponent to 5
games.
The event culminated in an enjoyable buffet lunch at
the poolside area where a memento was presented to
KGNS. A big thank you to Halim, Baskar and their team
for the excellent organisation of the event.
Final Score: RLC 1 KGNS 11
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Inter-Club Friendly Match with KSAS
Sunday, 14 July 2019
by Shahizan Hasnan
On 14 July 2019, the sky above the tennis courts at the
Royal Lake Club looked like it was going to put a
dampener to our friendly match with Kelab Shah Alam. It
did rain that afternoon, but once the courts were deemed
suitable to play, immediately the courts were on fire and
players from both teams played like demons possessed.
You will never get to see people in their 50s run around like
schoolkids chasing after bright green balls as was
witnessed that afternoon. All in all, everyone enjoyed the
matches which favoured the host Club by a score of

8 matches to 2. Once the dust had settled, all the players
were treated to a sumptuous buffet dinner at the Pavilion,
and as quickly as the food were consumed, the
camaraderie and friendship from both Clubs were present
in abundance for all to see. In the end, everyone enjoyed
the gathering, and soon the competitive nature of the
games played earlier had become a memory to be
relived again next year when KSAS agreed to reciprocate
this annual affair.
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Inter-Club Trophy Match Tunku Tan Sri Mohammad
Saturday, 20 July 2019
by Shahizan Hasnan
This year’s Tunku Tan Sri Mohammad Challenge Trophy
against the Royal Port Dickson Yacht Club was held in Port
Dickson on 20 July 2019. A very dedicated team from the
Royal Lake Club made the journey down South to defend
the trophy last played at RLC in 2017. After a short tea
break and refreshments prepared by the host, the
captains of both teams got together to arrange the
matches according to strength. From the word go, all 4
beautiful courts were used simultaneously to play all the
10 matches scheduled for that afternoon. The weather
was perfect in PD and that allowed players from both

Clubs to play some of their best tennis as the challenge
trophy was at stake. After all the matches were concluded, The Royal Lake Club defended the trophy with an
outstanding score of 10 – 0! Let it be known that the
heroes representing RLC were Ahmad Azhar, Dennis and
Shaun Khoo, Koh Chee Hua, the two Doctors Eric Lee and
Tai Kim Teng and yours truly, and the ladies were Kwan Hui
Ming, Jenny Boey, Joy Cheong and Jiean Yap.
Until the next edition to be hosted by RLC, we would like to
thank RPDYC for graciously hosting this year’s trophy
match which all of us enjoyed very much.
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RLC vs NSCRC

Monday-Thursday, 24-27 June 2019
by Sunny Lee
On the 22 June 2019, RLC played host to the Negeri
Sembilan Chinese Recreation Club’s (NSCR) snooker
team consisting of a contingent of more than 10 players
and supporters. The games started at 3:00pm with tea,
coffee & sandwiches served for afternoon tea.
RLC was represented by Hiu Chii Ren, Cheong Wai
Loong, Stephen Chu, Kam Ka Vhei, Lawrence Lee,
Stewart Lee, Wong Horr Wai, T.S Gooi, Y.F Thoo, Yusof
Saad and Capt Low See Fong.
The NSCRC team almost whitewashed us if not for our
Cheong Wai Loong who was at his best to secure the
winning point for us.
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Unfortunately, some of the best players were not able to
play due to other commitments. Nonetheless, although
the games were lost,
the fellowship remained
unchanged.As we had anticipated that the games
would continue till late in the evening, a buffet dinner
was served to all the players and supporters at around
6:30pm with a free flow of beer sponsored by
some of our billiards members.
Present to grace the event was our Billiards Chairman, Dr.
Surindar Singh. The event came to a close around
7:30pm with some players from both teams remaining to
continue their friendly games & interactions.
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Hash Quadrangular Comes of Age
Saturday, 20 July 2019
by Peter Leong & Sue Ng

Some twenty years ago, four clubs with Hash chapters
decided to join in a series of annual quadrangular runs on
a rotational host basis. This year was the turn of the Royal
Klang Club with the 21st episode themed “Sailors at High
Seas”. Our RLC contingent of 40 strong led by JM Afifuddin
joined hashers from Royal Selangor and Malacca Club at
the premises of Royal Klang for some pre-run
refreshments and finger food before the flag off.

09

The picturesque route weaved along Jalan Istana,
through some housing estates before coming to Taman
Rakyat, a popular recreational park. More housing estates
and a stretch of railway lines interspersed with checks to
slow down the front-runners and to allow walkers to catch
up. After some 6km, we could recognise the homeward
stretch. Cold beer awaiting us spurred us on and soon we
were quaffing toddy (that delightful coconut drink) and
ice-cold beer. It was just reward after a strenuous
work-out.

19

The Circle that followed was, as usual, hilariously funny
with sinners made to sit on ice for all kinds of charges, real
or imaginary; but like all true-blue hashers, we took them in
sporting spirit. After the clean-up, we were all dressed
smartly in the attractive blue sarong as we followed the
age-old exhortation to “eat, drink and be merry”. We
contributed to the entertainment with our troupe of Rock
n’ Roll dancers comprising Mariel, Sandesh, Arthur, Gwen,
Johan and Molly and did they do us proud with their slick
movements. The finale act was Popeye the Sailorman with
his Olive on High Seas by the host which won the
accolade of all.
There was the customary exchange of souvenirs amongst
the respective GMs after the dance. Our Boat Race team
of Elizabeth Tan, Bala, Sandesh, Tommy and Afif was
narrowly pipped by RKC. Just imagine one big gulp to
finish a “Yard and a Jar” of beer. The impossible made
possible by the reigning champion. Our RLC is scheduled
to be the host in 2020 and we look forward to another
fantastic gathering. On! On!
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Cuti-Cuti Pulau Pinang
Friday-Sunday,12-14 July 2019

by Cecelia Yap

Friday morning dawned bright and clear as 43 Hashers
started our coach journey from the Club. After a food stop
in Ipoh, we arrived in Penang and after checking in at
Hotel Royal, we were ready for action by 3:00pm.
The Durian Trail in Air Itam was no ordinary trail. The 3km
road leading to the farm was steep and narrow. The
young and able Hashers had no problem scaling the
heights but a handful of the Senior Hashers were “lifted” to
the mid-way meeting point, the Air Itam Dam, where two
basketfuls of durians were waiting to be devoured by the
hungry durian lovers … 6 varieties of durians, including the
local favourite, the Ang Heh (red prawn).
We went back to the hotel for a quick freshen-up and
were back in the coach for our next food hunt. On to the
Tsunami Restaurant, we went! The 6-course dinner was
devoured in no time at all! TSUNAMI Restaurant, as in our
pledge as a hasher, “Come rain, come shine, come
Tsunami!” How appropriate! The highlight of Cuti Cuti
Pulau Pinang was the visit to THE HABITAT on Day 2. This
130-million-years old jungle is no ordinary jungle. It is one of
the rain forests where the big bang started – the first flora
and fauna.
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We continued our food trail to Air Itam
Market, in search of the famous assam
laksa. Anticipating a good treat, some of
us, the first timers, thought that this would
be the heavenly dish! The food to die for!
Alas! We could tell from some of their
facial expressions that all this was a hype!
Better assam laksa can be found in KL!
Our final itinerary for the 2nd Day was a run
from the base of Penang Hill, coordinated
by Penang Rainforest Hash and Tuesday
Hash Kakis Penang. The Heritage Trail was
well planned, with an elevation of 300
metres for the lesser mortals and 400
metres for the seasoned hashers.
We managed to have some free and easy
time to explore George Town on Sunday,
Day 3, before we headed for home. We
savoured another appetising variant of
Penang cuisine for lunch before we finally
bade farewell to Pulau Pinang.
Unfortunately, all good things must come
to an end. The exciting and enjoyable
three days and two nights in Pulau Pinang
seemed to pass by so quickly! Yes, we had
an enjoyable trip, with good fellowship
and good food. A memorable Cuti Cuti
Pulau Pinang!
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Annual Series with Raintree Club
Saturday, 20 July 2019

On Saturday 27 July 2019, the RLC contingent led by Mr
Lim Beng Jin and Dr Surindar Singh and comprising some
53 members travelled to Raintree Club in the Ampang
area for our annual series of five games; namely, Tennis,
Table Tennis, Darts, Badminton and Snooker.
Upon arrival, we were treated to a Welcome Tea before
breaking up for the simultaneous commencement of all
the games. As it turned out, each Club had 2 wins and
shared a draw. How's that for evenness?
Raintree played the generous host with a sumptuous
dinner at their poolside Cabana, complete with full flow of
beer and other refreshments. Raintree President Mr Peter
Yu was in attendance for the usual exchange of souvenirs
and mementos. We continued to mingle and socialise
well into the night and look forward to next year when we
play the host.
RLC result:
Win- Snooker & Badminton
Lose- Dart & Table Tennis
Draw- Tennis
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STORYTELLING WITH INDI NADARAJAH
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NEW RE A DS AT T HE LIBRA RY

THE NEW SENIOR WOMAN : REINVENTING THE YEARS
BEYOND MID-LIFE
As people live longer and better lives, both women
and men may look forward to many years in
retirement. But living well in retirement depends on a
variety of decisions people make as they prepare for
and enter this new chapter of life and living. This book
is for and about women approaching and
experiencing life in their senior years. This largest and
fastest-growing part of the population is living in a
manner very different from our mothers, whose roles in
life were much more predictable and circumscribed
than ours. Today’s senior women live longer, are
healthier, better educated, more involved in the
world, and more active than the women who
preceded us.

SHADOW OF NIGHT
Historian Diana Bishop, descended from a line of
powerful witches, and long –lived vampire Matthew
Clairmont have broken the laws dividing creatures.
When Diana discovered a significant alchemical
manuscript in the Bodleian Library, she sparked a
struggle in which she became bound to Mathew.
Now the fragile coexistence of witches, daemons,
vampire and humans is dangerously threatened.
Together Matthew and Diana Scour Tudor London for
the elusive manuscript Ashmole 782, and search for
the witch who will teach Diana how to control her
remarkable powers.

HOW TO BE SINGLE
Title : Becoming Michelle Obama
The book's 24 chapters (plus a preface and
epilogue) are divided into three sections:
Becoming Me, Becoming Us, and Becoming More.
Become Me traces Obama's early life growing up
on the South Side of Chicago, through her
education at Princeton University and Harvard Law
School, to her early career as a lawyer at the law
firm Sidley Austin, where she met Barack Obama.
Becoming Us departs from the beginning of their
romantic relationship and follows their marriage,
the beginning of his political career in the Illinois
State Senate. The section ends with election night
in 2008 when Barack Obama was elected
President of the United States and Becoming More
describes their life as first family.

Following a disastrous night out that began with steaks and
martinis and ended in a trip to A&E, Julie Jenson decides that
she and her four single friends are doing something wrong.
Between
them,
there's
more
dysfunction
and
disappointment than she can handle. So Julie quits her job
and sets off to discover how women around the world deal
with the dreaded phenomenon of the Single Life. From proud
Parisiennes to intense Italians, from ice-cool Icelanders to
brazen Brazilians, Julie attempts to learn the secrets of these
women's success. Will she come back with the answers? Or
will her journey of self-discovery take her in another direction
entirely.

MAIN LIBRARY HOURS
Monday to Sunday
10.00am - 8.30pm

Public Holiday
10.00am - 6.00pm
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CRYP TI C CROSS WO RD P U Z Z LE
Edited by Uncle Yap
RLC 233 RLC 233 proved not to be that easy as there were only
four entries with all-correct answers.
The four all-correct entries came from Chew Yoke Lim (7906),
Maureen Mokhlis (100262), Wong Kok Heng (12035) and T.V.
Sekhar (15678). Congratulations, please collect your RM50 F&B
vouchers from the Main Library
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For RLC 234, complete the puzzle and devise a clue for the
answer to 10 Across (5). Completed entries should be placed in
the box located in the Main Library before noon, Monday
September 30, 2019.
In line with the Club’s readiness to embrace progress, we are also
allowing entries by electronic medium as well. This means you
can email your entries to yfyap88@gmail.com in any form that
has the answers to the puzzle as well as your clue.
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Answer Grid for RLC 233

RLC Crossword No 234 set by Uncle Yap
1

2

3

4

5

9
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6
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20

17
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21
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22

23

25

15

24

26

Entry Form for RLC 234

Members who want an explanation for all the clues in last
issue’s puzzle are invited to e-mail yfyap88@gmail.com with the
subject “Crossword answers please” and you will be placed on
the mail-list to receive by e-mail, explanations for all the clues.
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ACROSS
9
Brew ale gently in a refined manner (9)
10
See 1
11
Iraq left quadrennial recreation without burden (7)
12
Small openings for dismissals in cricket (7)
13
Sounds like a stick used by a policeman in Finland (5)
14
Bin tastes awful, madness! (9)
16
Am in Capri, stirring a drink (7)
18
Cook differentiates, but not tastier, turkey’s title (7)
20
Gegs for breakfast? (5,4)
22
Has to support good habits (5)
23
Firm stem (7)
24
Bay city in Jamaica? (7)
25
Cry for freedom starts to upset hungry understudies
before the game (5)
26
Degree of acidity in car oil for the sound enthusiast
(9)
DOWN
1,10
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
14
15
17
19
21
22
23
24

Fine radio broadcast about open country (8,2,5)
Dog caught absurd meat (8)
Founding father with three letters in sequence? (6)
Public school rejected memorandum (4)
Spectator, organ with most monstrous loch (10)
Evil monkey business (8)
Stick notice at this place (6)
Father’s first to savour amorous advance (4)
Game leader for fortification (10)
Jammed cylinders! (5,5)
Fab not used in laundry of deaf-and-dumb’s
attachment (8)
Capital cryptically hiled? (3,5)
High-flyer who suffered a melt-down (6)
Dugong trained to find game (3,3)
Birds flying back? No, just a single one (4)
Premier hid omelette to upset some (4)

S U DO KU C H AL L ENG E
Edited by Jeff H. S. Keow

Results/Worked Example of Sudoku Challenge: July/August 2019 Issue.
Adapted Sunday Star 2 dated 17 February 2019 by NIKOLI Co. Ltd., Japan.

Abbreviations/signs/symbols: e.g. [ ] missing digits; OC/OD logic: Only-cell/only-digit logic; LS(23): Locked set in candidates 2, 3;
C1
R1
R2
R3

C2

C3

C4

3
85
2 410 7
8

R6
R7
R8
R9

412

C6

C7

C8

C9

5 71
1 7
2 411
16 8
2
9 35 2
7

R4
R5

C5

4 35
29 1
5 84 27 27 39 4
1
7
4 8 39
514 27
28 9 56 56 113 72 3 83

C1
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

3
5
85
1 7
2 410 7 519 318 617 16
2
8
4 315 9 516 2
29 1
5 84 27 27 39 4
7
4 8 39
412 28 9 621 520 113 72

C8

C9

C1

71 623
2 411
8 922

R1
R2
R3
R4

7

R5
R6

1
514 27
3 83

R7
R8
R9

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

926 3 127
5 71 623
85
925 1 7 324 2 411
2 410 7 519 318 617 16 8 922
2
8
4 315 9 516 2
7
29 1
5 84 27 27 39 4
1
128 7
4 8 39
514 27
412 28 9 621 520 113 72 3 83

Fig. 1: 14 solns. easily deduced in R/C/B by Fig. 2: F. up LS(39) in C6, R5: 315 and 516. F. up Fig. 3: F. up 623, B3: 324; then, f. up, R2: 925 (OD);
OC/OD using f. up analysis; F. up 514, R5: [35] in 516, C6: [678]; [78] in R3: 617, OD; then f. up: 318, R1: 926; then, R1: 127; B7: 128. No more f. up
C8, C2: LS(35), B5; B8: LS(56), LS(27), LS(39)
519; 520, 621; R3: 922; C9: [356]; [35] in R1: 623, OD.
soln. by direct deduction in R/C/B analysis!
C1
R1

926

R2

56

R3

2

356
R4
7
R5

8

With the “solving impasse” met with after a) Analyse the “facing” relationships between the
3 127
5 71 623 deducing 128 in B7, it is clear that we must find cells of LS(56) in B1; LS(36) in B7 (in Fig 5)
another logic-based approach without using
85 56 925 1 7 324 2 411 the “what-if” analytical approach, a disallowed R2 56 85 56 925 1 7 324 2 411
35
trial-and-error method! Note that our Sudoku is
35
2
35
410 7 519 318 617 16 8 922 called a “proper” Sudoku which means it has R4 7
R7
36 5 84 27 27 39 4
1
only 1 set of solutions and also it can be solved
356
2
35
using formula-based logic like the locked set R4
R8 128 7 36
4 8 39
514 27
4 315 9 516 2
7 of candidates in R/C/B.
C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

Let us analyse a relevant combination of 2 R9 412 28 9 621 520 113 72 3 83
locked sets of candidates. In this situation, Analysis: When (56) in R2C1 = 6, R8C3 = 6;
R7 36
seek out 2 LS(xy) that are linked by facing when R2C3 = 6, R7C1 = 6. Thus, any of the 2
R8 128
relationships in the same R/C! We mark in the locked cells in C1 and C3 must contain 6. Thus,
candidates in the remaining blank cells of the other blank cells in C1 and C3 cannot contain 6.
R9 412
R/C/B. See Figure 4. Consider LS(56) in Thus, delete (6) in R4C3 to yield (35). Deduce
Fig. 4: Analyse the facing relationship between R2/B1; LS(36) in B7; LS(35) in C9. R4C3 has LS(35) in R4. Delete (356) in R4C1 to yield 729 as
LS(56) in B1 and LS(36) in B7. If R2C1 = 6; R8C3 (356). Both LS(56) and LS(36) are in the same
solution. After this, the Sudoku is solved directly
= 6; if R2C3 = 6, R7C2 = 6;
stack 1.
and easily.
R6

29 1
35
5 84 27 27 39 4
1
7 36 4 8 39
514 27
28 9 621 520 113 72 3 83

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS OF SUDOKU CHALLENGE (July – August 2019 Issue)
RM75/- Meal Voucher No winner; let us fill this up with winners in our next issue; do study the worked example properly.
RM20/- Meal Voucher Ms Chin Fui Ning: 11156; Mr Soh Chee Gee: 15274; Mr Tan Kean Hin: 13659: Thong Chiou Fong: 14791
Solving Points: The Star 17 Feb 2019 Sudoku represents a new dimension in hard Sudoku solving. It involves the use of “facing
relationships” of 2 relevant locked sets such as 2 LS(x) or 2 LS(xy) that are logically linked for strategic follow-up value.
C1

Prize and Recognition
For July/August 2019 Sudoku Challenge and onwards, only fully solved entries will receive a food
voucher worth RM75/- each valid at any food outlet of the Club valid for a period of 3 months.
Partially solved winning entries will however receive a RM50/- voucher. In addition, consolation
winners will receive a food voucher of RM20/- each as consolation prizes.

R1

Submission of Entries
Submit your entry by hand/by post to reach the Library by 3 weeks after release of Newsletter.

R3

Name of Member: (Mr/Ms/Mrs/En/Cik/Puan/Dr/Dato’ etc) _____________________________

R4

Membership No: __________ Tel/HP/Email: ____________
(Please state “spouse”)
(wef March/April 2018, only 1 membership no. is eligible for a prize.)
Instructions
a) a) Fill in ALL the blank cells in the Sudoku with digits from 1 to 9 so that each row, column and
block contains the digits from 1 to 9 without repeating any, i.e. provide a FULL solution.
b) b) Also, mark-in the “locked set (LS) of candidates” (in small size in the grid) that yields a soln.
c) c) Record and submit your sequence of results in A4 paper preferably up to the final solution. Do
show clearly the strategic LS in your results/grid. d) The decision of the judges is final.

d)

Criteria for Winning Entries: Quality of approach and methods: simplest solutions used;
evidence of systematic approach; strategic locked sets used are shown in your working and
grid; identify R/C/B analysed in your report to deduce the solutions by OC/OD logic

Sudoku is adapted from Star 2, 16/2/19 by NIKOLI Co. Ltd., Japan.

R8
R9

.

C4

C5

C6

C7

6 9
1

7

C8

C9

4
2

2 3
7

7
9

6

8
3 4

2

R6
R7

C3

8

R2

R5

C2

SOLUT ION
931 248 576
586 917 324
247 536 189
715 862 943
864 395 217
392 174 865
658 723 491
173 489 652
429 651 738

1
2

3
5 8

7
6
39
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T RI B UTE S
The club extends its condolences to the family and friends of the following members who are no longer
with us.

Megat Mohd Nordin Megat Yunus,
member since 4 September 1984
passed away on 31 January 2013.
Al-Fatihah

Allan Tan Song Tat, member since
11 December 1975 passed away on
5 May 2019. RIP

YBhg Puan Sri Datin Hashimah Ismail,
member since 9 March 1978 passed
away on 22 August 2016. Al-Fatihah

Yew Chor Huat, member since
3 August 1994 passed away on
1 June 2019. RIP

Edwin J Lopez, member since
14 September 1982 passed away on
18 December 2016. RIP
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Dr Lee Fah On, member since 9 April
1984 passed away on 24 June 2017.
RIP

Abdul Halim Ismail, member since
21 April 1971 passed away on on 21
June 2019. Al-Fatihah

Lim Wan Hoi,
member since 12
November 1981 passed away on 2
March 2018. RIP

YBhg Dato’ Mohamed Ramli Samjis,
member since 10 August 1984.
passed away on 25 June 2019.
Al-Fatihah

YBhg Dato Woo Ser Chai, member
since 16 November 2002
passed
away on 11 December 2018. RIP

Faidz Mohd Darus, member since
12 April 1979 passed away on 4 July
2019. Al-Fatihah

YBhg Dato Shahroldin Ali, member
since 26 January 1986 passed away
on 2 January 2019. Al-Fatihah

Tommy Pang Leong Hoon, member
since 1 December 1971 passed
away on 18 July 2019. RIP

Johnny
Choong
Thean
Chye,
member since 7 June 1994 passed
away on 27 February 2019. RIP

YBhg Dato’ Noorazman Adnan,
member since 13 July 1987 passed
away on 30 July 2019. Al-Fatihah

YBhg Tan Sri Zainul Ariff Hussain,
member since 16 January 1991.
passed away on 4 May 2019.
Al-Fatihah

40

Normaini Abdul Karim, member since
5 January 1978 passed away on 3
June 2019. Al-Fatihah

* The publication of these announcements are
based on notifications within the last two months.
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15 September

2:00pm
Wonder Park
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5:00pm
Pet Sematary

5:00pm
Peppermint
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20 October

.
.
.
.
.

5:00pm
Backdraft 2

2:00pm
Shazam

5:00pm
Alita Battle Angel

.

2:00pm
Bumblebee
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6 October
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2:00pm
Dumbo
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 September

Movies will be screened on every 1st and 3rd Sunday of the month at 2:00pm (Children) and 5:00pm (Adult). Guests are allowed for the
2:00pm and 5:00pm show. Members are allowed to bring guests and such guests must be accompanied by the member at all times.
RM5.00 per guest will be charged accordingly. The guest must be registered at the Reception Counter (for guest charges).

